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 Experts in online, studio, and hybrid experiences
 Trusted by over 700 global corporationsCompany Webcast is the established leader in providing broadcast-quality online experiences that enable companies to communicate more effectively. Our webinars are high-impact, fully interactive virtual and hybrid events, tailored to each customer’s needs and delivering deep levels of engagement.
  		 Play full video


 
 





Perfectly matching your 
specific needs
We build an optimal experience, specifically designed to match your company’s values, messaging and audience expectations. From shareholder and town hall meetings to educational sessions, we work with you to find the best option for delivering genuine and long-lasting impact.







True partners with end-to-end 
team support
It all starts with a conversation. Tell us everything you require and we actively listen to your needs, challenges and past experiences. Together we map out what your ideal experience should be like, and then start to deliver it. Our platform is guaranteed as entirely secure and ISO 27001 certified.







High virtual audience 
participation levels
Audience engagement is key. Our customers get great results from our integrated technology; with the functions of live chat and interactive q&a. Visually impactful live graphics revealing relevant audience polls, and the ability to pause, rewind or replay, are just some of the many ways our participants are actively involved. Company Webcast also offers increased attendance capacity and 95% bandwidth reduction with peer-to-peer technology.







Unique insights & 
reporting
A key benefit of Company Webcast’s approach to all experiences is our focus on live data-capture. We extend our offering beyond the online event itself into unique insight-gathering and follow-up reporting that delivers further ROI for our customers. Allowing follow-up communications with participants and post-webinar on-demand activities.







Flexible, global, broadcast- 
quality solutions
Specialised formats are available for Investor Relations, marketing, internal and external communications or training and development. Customers are invited to elevate their experience by using one of our fully-equipped professional studios, or to produce their own webinars independently through our self-operated events solution.







State-of-the-art 
technology
Rest assured that our platform will always be state-of-the- art because we are always focused on the latest global trends and technological developments in webcasts and webinars. Our dedication and focus on technological expertise serves one core purpose: to deliver the most engaging, impactful and interactive experiences possible.






Experiences to suit 
 all audiences
  


 
  


Virtual Events
Engage unlimited remote global participants within a secure and stable, high-impact, branded experience.
 See more 

 


Hybrid Events
Combine in-person and virtual participation within a seamless, optimally customised experience, perfectly matching your company, tonality, message and audience.
 See more 

 


Studio Events
Professional broadcast-quality events from our state-of-the-art studio network, the largest in Europe. You just focus on what you want to say and we do the rest.
 See more 


  
 Haven't found what you are looking for?Get in touch for your next event experience
It all starts with a conversation. Our team will listen to your specific requirements and develop a solution that is perfectly tailored to your needs.
 Get in touch
 







What our customers say What our customers say 




“It contributes to the involvement, enthusiasm for campaigns and clarity about strategy and execution.”
 Read more 




“It is a good solution and I can definitely recommend it."
 Read more 




Webinars are ideal for the objective of sharing of news and knowledge, but it’s not an advertisement! A story line and a supporting presentation, including varied sources, are essential.
 Read more 

 See all succesfull stories
Latest news
 


 External Communications Published on: 7 July 2023
How to create a webinar: a step-by-step guide for beginners and pros
The Content Marketing Institute found that 73% of marketers felt video was even more important to their business in 2022 than it was in 2021. In addition, a November 2022 survey found that 60% of marketing professionals questioned were using webinars for communications, and five-sixths of them saw webinars as an effective tool for speaking […]
 Read more 
 


 Internal Communications Published on: 29 November 2022
How To Improve Communication Between Managers And Employees
Forward-thinking organisations must continuously seek to improve communication between managers and employees. This should be a frictionless, two-way interaction between these parties in order to facilitate engaging and productive information sharing.    This article explores why internal communication between management and employees is so important and how you can adjust your processes to improve the way […]
 Read more 
 


 Investor Relations Published on: 13 June 2022
How To Increase AGM Attendance With A Simple Strategy
The role and future of the annual general meeting (AGM) has been debated for many years, long before the COVID-19 pandemic shook the process up completely. The Financial Times reported that, pre-coronavirus, “critics argued the event was outdated, with many attended by just a few shareholders”. The temporary restrictions brought in to allow annual meetings […]
 Read more 

 See all news
  


 
  
Hybrid, Virtual or Physical AGM: What Is The Future?
Learn how AGMs have changed and get ready for the future



 Download
E-book

 
How to Create a Webinar from Scratch
This guide presents all the steps to create a webinar from A to Z.



 Download
E-book

 
10 Best AI Tools You Need for your webinars
AI-powered tools can help you promote and create compelling webinars



 Download
E-book

 See all E-books 




Leading and Growing
Since launching in 2004, we have extended our footprint in Europe with new studio launches every year, and have 4+ million happy users every year.
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Have Questions? We’re Here to Help
Reach out for professional advice and discover how we can help you unlock the potential of your next events.






Frequently Asked Questions 
 How secure is the Company Webcast platform? Our Company Webcast platform is guaranteed as entirely secure and ISO 27001 certified, which gives you peace of mind and attendees sensitive information will be safe. Our security is also backed by having end-to-end encyption, advanced digital rights management technology, controlled user access, and a multi-layered streaming server.

 Can I participate in a webinar or watch a webcast from my mobile device? At Company Webcast, all our webinars and webcasts can be viewed by any mobile device from your own location.

 How much does a webinar cost? The costs of our Company Webcast professional RoyalCast webinars and webcasts vary from one customer to another, and are influenced by factors such as the type of webcast solution (self-service or full-service) you choose and the number of webcasts you plan to organise. Please view our Knowledge webinar and webcast pages for more information. Also contact us today for a price indication. You can contact us today for a price indication.
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Studios
	Rotterdam
	Amsterdam
	Brussels
	Paris
	London
	Milan
	Frankfurt




Find us
	Our Studio Locations
	News
	Vacancies

	Euronext.com 
	









Sign up for our newsletter
Stay up to date with the latest news and products


 



You have succesfully subscribed!
This is your official confirmation. Thank you for joining Company Webcast Newsletter. While you wait for the next issue of Company Webcast, check out the latest articles and references.
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